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Planets beyond Neptune - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planets_beyond_Neptune

Overview Contents Early speculation Planet X Discovery of further trans-Neptun… Subsequently proposed trans-Ne…

Following the discovery of the planet Neptune in 1846, there was
considerable speculation that another planet might exist beyond its orbit.
The search began in the mid-19th century and culminated at the start of
the 20th with Percival Lowell's quest for Planet X. Lowell proposed the
Planet X hypothesis to explain apparent discrepancies in the orbits of
thâ€¦

See more on en.wikipedia.org · Text under CC-BY-SA license

Search narrows for Planet Nine - Daily Mail Online
www.dailymail.co.uk/.../Search-narrows-Planet-Nine.html
Watch video · US astronomers announced last month they may have found a ninth planet
beyond Neptune, but conceded they had no idea where on an estimated 10,000-20,000-
year orbit it might be. On Tuesday, a French science quartet said they have narrowed the
search area.

The Search for Planet Nine
www.findplanetnine.com
BUT, it turns out that being in resonance with Planet Nine is not enough for stability.
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Orbital period: 10,000 to 20,000 years
Perihelion: 200 AU (est.)

Aphelion: 1,200 AU (est.)
Semi-major axis: 700 AU (est.)
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BUT, it turns out that being in resonance with Planet Nine is not enough for stability.
Thatâ€™s because Neptune is still in the picture. Letâ€™s look back at the animation
above.

In search of the ninth planet - Phys.org
phys.org › Astronomy & Space › Astronomy
A University of Michigan doctoral student has logged two pieces of evidence that may
support the existence of a planet that could be part of our solar system, beyond Neptune.

Astronomers say a Neptune-sized planet lurks beyond
Pluto ...
www.sciencemag.org/news/...say-neptune-sized-planet-lurks-beyond-pluto
The solar system appears to have a new ninth planet. Today, two scientists announced
evidence that a body nearly the size of Neptuneâ€”but as yet unseenâ€”orbits the sun
every 15,000 years. During the solar systemâ€™s infancy 4.5 billion years ago, they say,
the giant planet was knocked out of the planet-forming region near the sun.

Help astronomers look for Planet 9 | Human World | â€¦
earthsky.org/space/help-astronomers-look-for-planet-9
There might be an unknown 9th planet that ... Help astronomers look for Planet 9. ...
They nicknamed it Planet 9 and said they hoped other astronomers would search ...

Help astronomers find our Solar System's 'ninth planet ...
www.wired.co.uk/article/planet-nine-australia-astronomy-infrared...
The Australian National University has launched an infrared star map and asked the
public to join the hunt for a ninth planet

The Struggles to Find the Ninth Planet - University of â€¦
ircamera.as.arizona.edu/NatSci102/NatSci102/text/ext9thplanet.htm
THE STRUGGLES TO FIND THE NINTH PLANET BY CLYDE W. TOMBAUGH. Clyde
Tombaugh (at age 22) shown with his homebuilt 9-inch reflecting telescope that he built
before being hired by the Lowell Observatory to search for Percival Lowell's "Planet X."

Caltech Researchers Find Evidence of a Real Ninth Planet
www.caltech.edu/news/caltech-researchers-find-evidence-real-ninth...
Caltech Researchers Find Evidence of a Real Ninth Planet Caltech researchers have
found evidence of a giant planet tracing a bizarre, highly â€¦

Planet Nine - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planet_Nine
A search combining multiple images collected by WISE and NEOWISE data has also
been conducted without detecting Planet Nine. This search covered regions of the sky
away from the galactic plane at the "W1" wavelength (the 3.4 Î¼m wavelength used by
WISE) and is estimated to be able to detect a 10 Earth mass object out to 800â€“900 AU.

Naming · Hypothetical ... · Hypothesis and the ... · Origin

More evidence for a 9th planet | Space | EarthSky
earthsky.org/space/evidence-9t
Plus, evidence for a 9th planet based on "extreme Kuiper Belt objects."! EarthSky
Updates on your cosmos and ... and to popularize the search, was Percival Lowell.

Help NASA Find The Mysterious Planet Nine From The â€¦
https://www.sciencealert.com/nasa-needs-your-help-finding...
No one has actually spotted this so-called 'Planet Nine' as ... models is an elusive ninth
planet that takes up to ... Backyard Worlds search bring a unique ...
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